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Abstract
Objective Although adaptive e-learning environments
(AEEs) can provide personalised instruction to health
professional and students, their efficacy remains unclear.
Therefore, this review aimed to identify, appraise and
synthesise the evidence regarding the efficacy of AEEs
in improving knowledge, skills and clinical behaviour in
health professionals and students.
Design Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Data sources CINAHL, EMBASE, ERIC, PsycINFO, PubMed
and Web of Science from the first year of records to
February 2019.
Eligibility criteria Controlled studies that evaluated the
effect of an AEE on knowledge, skills or clinical behaviour
in health professionals or students.
Screening, data extraction and synthesis Two authors
screened studies, extracted data, assessed risk of bias
and coded quality of evidence independently. AEEs were
reviewed with regard to their topic, theoretical framework
and adaptivity process. Studies were included in the metaanalysis if they had a non-adaptive e-learning environment
control group and had no missing data. Effect sizes (ES)
were pooled using a random effects model.
Results From a pool of 10 569 articles, we included 21
eligible studies enrolling 3684 health professionals and
students. Clinical topics were mostly related to diagnostic
testing, theoretical frameworks were varied and the
adaptivity process was characterised by five subdomains:
method, goals, timing, factors and types. The pooled ES
was 0.70 for knowledge (95% CI −0.08 to 1.49; p.08) and
1.19 for skills (95% CI 0.59 to 1.79; p<0.00001). Risk of
bias was generally high. Heterogeneity was large in all
analyses.
Conclusions AEEs appear particularly effective in
improving skills in health professionals and students. The
adaptivity process within AEEs may be more beneficial
for learning skills rather than factual knowledge, which
generates less cognitive load. Future research should
report more clearly on the design and adaptivity process
of AEEs, and target higher-level outcomes, such as clinical
behaviour.
PROSPERO registration number CRD42017065585

Introduction
The use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) in the education of

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis

examining the efficacy of adaptive e-learning environments in improving knowledge, skills and clinical
behaviour in health professionals and students.
►► Strengths of this review include the broad search
strategy, and in-depth assessments of the risk of
bias and the quality of evidence.
►► High statistical heterogeneity resulting from clinical
and methodological diversity limits the interpretation of findings.
►► Quantitative results should be treated with caution,
given the small number and risk of bias of studies
included in the meta-analysis.

health professionals and students has become
ubiquitous. Indeed, e-learning, defined as
the use of ICTs to access educational curriculum and support learning,1 is increasingly
present in clinical settings for the continuing
education of health professionals,2 3 and in
academic settings for the education of health
profession students.4 E-learning environments integrate information, in the form of
text and multimedia (eg, illustrations, animations, videos). They can include both asynchronous (ie, designed for self-study) and
synchronous (ie, a class taught by an educator
in real time) components.1 Non-adaptive
e-learning environments (NEEs), the most
widespread type of e-learning environment
today, provide a standardised training for all
learners.5 6 While they can include instructional design variations (eg, interactivity, feedback, practice exercises), they do not consider
learners’ characteristics and the data generated during the learning process to provide a
personalised training.6–8 This is problematic,
since the interaction of health professionals
and students with e-learning environments
during the learning process generates a significant amount of data.9 However, designers of
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fields of study.15–17 20 The results are promising: AEEs are in
almost all cases more effective than large-group classroom
instruction. In addition, Nesbit et al21 point out that AEEs
are more effective than NEEs. However, despite evidence
of the efficacy of AEEs for knowledge acquisition and skill
development in areas such as mathematics in high school
and university students, their efficacy in improving learning
outcomes in health professionals and students has not yet
been established. To address this need, we conducted a
systematic review and meta-analysis to identify and quantitatively synthesise all comparative studies of AEEs involving
health professionals and students.
Systematic review and meta-analysis objective
To systematically identify, appraise and synthesise the
best available evidence regarding the efficacy of AEEs
in improving knowledge, skills and clinical behaviour in
health professionals and students.
Systematic review and meta-analysis questions
We sought to answer the following questions with the
systematic review:
1. What are the characteristics of studies assessing an
AEE designed for health professionals’ and students’
education?
2. What are the characteristics of AEEs designed for
health professionals’ or students’ education?
We sought to answer the following question with the
meta-analysis:
3. What is the efficacy of AEEs in improving knowledge,
skills and clinical behaviour in health professionals and
students in comparison with NEEs, and non-e-learning
educational interventions?
Methods
We planned and conducted this systematic review
following the Effective Practice and Organisation of Care
(EPOC) Cochrane Group guidelines,22 and reported it
according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) standards23 (see
online supplementary file 1). We prospectively registered
(International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews)
and published the protocol of this systematic review.24
Thus, in this paper, we present an abridged version of
the methods with an emphasis on changes made to the
methods since the publication of the protocol.
Study eligibility
We included primary research articles reporting the
assessment of an AEE with licensed health professionals,
students, trainees and residents in any discipline. We
defined an AEE as a computer-based learning environment which collects data to build each learner’s profile (eg,
navigation behaviour, individual objectives, knowledge),
interprets these data through expert input or algorithms,
and adapts in real time the content (eg, showing/hiding
information), navigation (eg, specific links and paths),
presentation (eg, page layout), multimedia presentation
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252
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e-learning environments and educators rarely make use
of this data to optimise learning efficacy and efficiency.9
In recent years, educational researchers have striven to
develop e-learning environments that take a data-driven
and personalised approach to education.10–13 E-learning
environments that take into account each learner’s interactions and performance level could anticipate what
types of content and resources meet the learner’s needs,
potentially increasing learning efficacy and efficiency.13
Adaptive e-learning environments (AEEs) were developed for this purpose. AEEs collect data to build each
learner’s profile (eg, navigation behaviour, preferences,
knowledge), and use simple techniques (eg, adaptive
information filtering, adaptive hypermedia) to implement different types of adaptivity targeting the content,
navigation, presentation, multimedia or strategies of
the training to provide a personalised learning experience.11 12 In the fields of computer science and educational technology, the term adaptivity refers to the process
executed by a system based on ICTs of adapting educational curriculum content, structure or delivery to the
profile of a learner.14 Two main methods of adaptivity can
be implemented within an AEE. The first method, designed
adaptivity, is expert-based and refers to an educator who
designs the optimal instructional sequence to guide
learners to learning content mastery. The educator determines how the curriculum will adapt to learners based on
a variety of factors, such as knowledge or response time to
a question. This method of adaptivity is thus based on the
expertise of the educator who specifies how technology
will react in a particular situation on the basis of the ‘if
THIS, then THAT’ approach. The second method, algorithmic adaptivity, refers to use of algorithms to determine,
for instance, the extent of the learner’s knowledge and
the optimal instructional sequence. Algorithmic adaptivity requires more advanced adaptivity techniques and
learner-modelling techniques derived from the fields of
computer science and artificial intelligence (eg, Bayesian
knowledge tracing, rule-based machine learning, natural
language processing).10 15–18
The variability in the degree and the complexity of
adaptivity within AEEs mirrors the adaptivity that can be
observed in non-e-learning educational interventions.
Some interventions, like the one-on-one human instruction and small-group classroom instruction, generally
have a high degree of adaptivity since the instructor can
adapt his teaching to the individual profiles of learners
and consider their feedback.19 Other interventions, like
large-group classroom instruction, generally have a low
degree of adaptivity to individual learners. In some interventions, like paper-based instruction (eg, handouts, textbooks), there is no adaptivity at all.
AEEs have been developed and evaluated primarily in
academic settings for students in mathematics, physics
and related disciplines, for the acquisition of knowledge
and development of cognitive skills (eg, arithmetic calculation). Four meta-analyses reported on the efficacy of
AEEs among high school and university students in these
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Study identification
We previously published our search strategy.24 Briefly,
we designed a strategy in collaboration with a librarian
to search the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied
Health Literature (CINAHL), the Excerpta Medical Database (EMBASE), the Education Resources Information
Center (ERIC), PsycINFO, PubMed and Web of Science
for primary research articles published since the inception of each database up to February 2019. The search
strategy revolved around three key concepts: ‘adaptive e-learning environments’, ‘health professionals/
students’ and ‘effects on knowledge/competence
(skills)/behaviour’ (see online supplementary file 2). To
identify additional articles, we hand-searched six key journals (eg, British Journal of Educational Technology, Computers
and Education) and the reference lists of included primary
research articles.
Study selection
We worked independently and in duplicate (GF and
M-AM-C or TM) to screen all titles and abstracts for
inclusion using the EndNote software V.8.0 (Clarivate
Analytics). We resolved disagreements by consensus. We
then performed the full-text assessment of potentially
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252

eligible articles using the same methodology. Studies were
included in the meta-analysis if they had a NEE control
group and had no missing data.
Data extraction
One review author (GF) extracted data from included
primary research articles using a modified version of the
data collection form developed by the EPOC Cochrane
Group.28 The main changes made to the extraction form
were the addition of specific items relating to the AEE
assessed in each study. Two review authors (TM or M-FD)
validated the data extraction forms by reviewing the contents
of each form against the data in the original article, adding
comments when changes were needed. For all studies, we
extracted the following data items if possible:
►► The population and setting: study setting, study population, inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria.
►► The methods: study aim, study design, unit of allocation, study start date and end date, and duration of
participation.
►► The participants: study sample, withdrawals and exclusions, age, sex, level of instruction, number of years of
experience as a health professional, practice setting
and previous experience using e-learning.
►► The interventions: name of intervention, theoretical framework, statistical model/algorithm used to
generate the learning path, clinical topic, number of
training sessions, duration of each training session,
total duration of the training, adaptivity subdomains
(method, goals, timing, factors, types), mode of
delivery, presence of other educational interventions
and strategies.
►► The outcomes: name, time points measured, definition,
person measuring, unit of measurement, scales, validation of measurement tool.
►► The results: results according to our primary (knowledge) and secondary (skills, clinical behaviour)
outcomes, comparison, time point, baseline data,
statistical methods used and key conclusions.
We contacted the corresponding authors of included
primary research articles to provide us with missing
data.
Assessment of the risk of bias
We worked independently and in duplicate (GF and TM
or M-FD) to assess the risk of bias of included primary
research articles using the EPOC risk of bias criteria,
based on the data extracted with the data collection
form.28 A study was deemed at high risk of bias if the
individual criterion ‘random sequence generation’ was
scored at ‘high’ or at ‘unclear’ risk of bias.
Data synthesis
First, we synthesised data qualitatively using tables to
provide an overview of the included studies, and of the
AEEs reported in these studies.
Second, using the Review Manager (RevMan) software V.5.1, we conducted meta-analyses to quantitatively
3
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(eg, images, videos) or tools (eg, different sets of strategies for different types of learners) to provide a dynamic
and evolutionary learning path for each learner.10 14 We
used the definitions of each type of adaptivity proposed
by Knutov et al.12 We included studies in which AEEs had
designed or algorithmic adaptivity, and studies including
a co-intervention in addition to adaptive e-learning (eg,
paper-based instruction). We included primary research
articles in which the comparator was: (1) A NEE. (2) A
non-e-learning educational intervention. (3) Another
AEE with design variations. While included in the qualitative synthesis of the evidence for descriptive purposes, the
third comparator was excluded from the meta-analysis.
Outcomes of interest were knowledge, skills and clinical
behaviour,25 26 and were defined as follows: (1) Knowledge: subjective (eg, learner self-report) or objective (eg,
multiple-choice question knowledge test) assessments of
factual or conceptual understanding. (2) Skills: subjective
(eg, learner self-report) or objective (eg, faculty ratings)
assessments of procedural skills (eg, taking a blood
sample, performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation) or
cognitive skills (eg, problem-solving, interpreting radiographs) in learners. (3) Clinical behaviour: subjective
(eg, learner self-report) or objective (eg, chart audit)
assessments of behaviours in clinical practice (eg, test
ordering).6 In terms of study design, we considered for
inclusion all controlled, experimental studies in accordance with the EPOC Cochrane Group guidelines.27
We excluded studies that: (1) Were not published in
English or French. (2) Were non-experimental. (3) Were
not controlled. (4) Did not report on at least one of the
outcomes of interest in this review. (5) Did not have a
topic related to the clinical aspects of health.
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Assessment of the quality of evidence
We worked independently and in duplicate (GF and
M-AM-C) to assess the quality of evidence for each individual outcome. We used the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE)
web-based software, based on the data extracted with the
data collection checklist.31 We considered five factors (risk
of bias of included studies, indirectness of evidence, unexplained heterogeneity or inconsistency of results, imprecision of the results, probability of reporting bias) for
downgrading the quality of the body of evidence for each
outcome.31
Patient and public involvement
Patients and the public were not involved in setting the
research question, the outcome measures, the design or
conduct of this systematic review. Patients and the public
were not asked to advise on interpretation of results or
to contribute to the writing or editing of this document.
Results
Study flow
From a pool of 10 569 potentially relevant articles, we
found 21 quantitative, controlled studies assessing an
AEE with health professionals or students (see figure 1).
4

Out of 21 included studies in the qualitative synthesis,
4 studies compared two AEEs with design variations,32–35
and 4 studies had missing data.36–39 The four studies with
missing data did not report properly data regarding the
results, that is, mean scores and SD in both study groups
at post-test, regarding the outcomes of interest in this
review (ie, knowledge, skills or clinical behaviour). Thus,
13 studies were included in the meta-analysis and used to
calculate an ES on learning outcomes.
Study characteristics
We summarised the key characteristics of included studies
in table format (see table 1). In terms of study population, in the 21 studies examined published between 2003
and 2018, investigators have evaluated AEEs mostly in
the medical field. Studies focused on medical students
(n=8),38–44 medical residents (n=8),32–35 41 45–47 physicians
in practice (n=4),36 37 41 48 nursing students (n=2),40 49
nurses in practice (n=2)48 50 and health sciences students
(n=1).51 Three studies focused on multiple populations.40 41 48 The median sample size was 46 participants (IQR 123). In terms of study design, 15 out of 21
studies (71%) were randomised, 7 studies of which were
randomised cross-over trials.33 34 41–43 45 47 The median
number of training sessions was 2 (IQR 2.5 sessions), the
median training time was 2.13 hours (IQR 2.88 hours)
and the median training period was 14 days (IQR 45
days). In terms of comparators, it is possible to underline
three types of comparisons. The first comparison is an
AEE versus another AEE with design variations (n=4),32–35
which implies that one of the AEEs assessed had variations
in its design, such as different types of adaptivity (eg, feedback in one AEE is longer or more complex than in the
other). The second comparison is an AEE versus a NEE
(n=11).38–40 42–46 48 50 51 The third and final comparison is
an AEE versus another type of educational intervention,
such as a paper-based educational intervention, including
handouts, textbooks or images (n=3),37 41 47 or a traditional educational intervention, such as a group lecture
(n=2).49 52 In one study, the comparator was not clearly
reported.36 As stated before, only the second and third
types of comparisons were included in the meta-analysis
since our aim was to synthesise quantitatively the efficacy
of AEEs versus other types of educational interventions.
Finally, regarding the outcomes, knowledge was assessed
in 14 out of 21 studies (66.7%),32 35 36 38 39 41–45 47–50 skills in
9 studies (42.9%)33 34 36 37 40 46 50–52 and clinical behaviour
in 2 studies (9.5%).44 50 Outcome measures for knowledge were similar across studies: in 9 out of 14 studies
measuring knowledge, investigators employed multiple-choice questionnaires developed by the research
team with input from content experts that were tailored
to training content to ensure specificity. Knowledge was
also assessed using true-false questions in two studies,
and the type of questionnaire was not specified in three
studies. Outcome measures for skills were also similar
across the nine studies reporting this outcome, since in
all studies investigators measured cognitive skills rather
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252
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synthesise the efficacy of AEEs vs other educational
interventions for each outcome for which data from at
least two studies were available (ie, knowledge, skills).
We included studies in the meta-analysis if the comparator wasn’t another AEE. For randomised controlled
trials (RCTs), we converted each post-test mean and SD
to a standardised mean difference (SMD), also known as
Hedges g effect size (ES). For cross-over RCTs, we used
means pooled across each intervention. We pooled ESs
using a random-effects model. Statistical significance
was defined by a two-sided α of .05.
We first assessed heterogeneity qualitatively by examining
the characteristics of included studies, the similarities and
disparities between the types of participants, the types of
interventions and the types of outcomes. We then used the
I2 statistic within the RevMan software to quantify how much
the results varied across individual studies (ie, betweenstudy inconsistency or heterogeneity). We interpreted the
I2 values as follows: 0%–40%: might not be important;
30%–60%: may represent moderate heterogeneity;
50%–90%: may represent substantial heterogeneity; and
75%–100%: considerable heterogeneity.29 We performed
sensitivity analysis to assess if the exclusion of studies at high
risk of bias or with a small sample size (n<20) would have
had an impact on statistical heterogeneity. Subgroup analyses were performed to examine if study population and
study comparators were potential effect modifiers.
Since less then 10 studies were included in the
meta-analysis for each outcome, we did not assess
reporting biases using a funnel plot, as suggested in the
Cochrane Handbook.30

Open access

than procedural skills. Indeed, all outcomes measures for
skills were related to clinical reasoning. In six studies,
skills were measured through tests that included a series
of diagnostic tests (eg, electrocardiograms, X-rays, microscopy images) that learners had to interpret. In three
studies, skills were measured through questions based on
clinical situations in which learners had to specify how
they would react in these particular situations. We were
not able to describe the similarity between the outcome
measures for clinical behaviour; no details were provided
in one of the two studies reporting this outcome.
Characteristics of AEEs
We summarised the key characteristics of AEEs assessed in
the 21 studies in table format (see table 2). In terms of the
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252

clinical topics of the AEEs, the majority of AEEs focused
on training medical students and residents in executing
and/or interpreting diagnostic tests. Indeed, a significant proportion of the AEEs assessed focused on dermopathology and cytopathology microscopy32–35 37 41 42 47
(n=8). Other topics were diagnostic imaging43 46 (n=2),
behaviour change counselling40 50 (n=2), chronic disease
management45 48 (n=2), pressure ulcer evaluation49 (n=1),
childhood illness management38 (n=1), 51electrocardiography (n=1), fetal heart rate interpretation52 (n=1),
haemodynamics39 (n=1), chlamydia screening (n=1)36
and atrial fibrillation management (n=1).44
The 21 AEEs examined were based on a wide variety of theoretical frameworks. The most frequently used framework
5
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Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) study flow diagram. AEE, adaptive
e-learning environment.
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Study design†

MS; n=40

R; n=24

MS, R, PP; n=36

HSC; n=87

R; n=43

Romito, 2016,
USA

Samulski, 2017,
USA

Thai, 2015,
USA

Van Es, 2015,
Australia

MS; n=1522

Lee, 2017,
USA

Munoz, 2010,
Colombia

MS, NS; n=30

Hayes-Roth, 2010
USA

NS; n=73

NP; n=269

de Ruijter, 2018, the
Netherlands

Morente, 2013,
Spain

PP; n=15

Crowley, 2010,
USA

PP, NP; n=751

R; n=122

Cook, 2008,
USA

Micheel, 2017,
USA

PP; n=181

Casebeer, 2003,
USA

NR; mean training
time 2.36 hours

No fixed sessions

Four sessions;
4 hours each

Four sessions;
30 min each

Four sessions;
1 hour each

No. and duration
of training
sessions

One session;
4 hours

RXT; post-test-only, 2 groups

RCT; pretest–post-test–retentiontest, 3 groups

RXT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

1. AEE
2. NEE

1 day

P

P

1 month

NEE

NR

NEE and T

T

1 day

1 day

NEE

NEE

1. NEE
2. NI

NEE

P

NEE

NR

Comparison(s)‡

NR

42 days

NR

180 days

138 days

126 days

NR

Duration of
intervention

Three sessions; NR 50 days

One session;
45 min

Two sessions;
20 min to 14 hours

NRCT; pretest–post-test–retention- One session;
test, 2 groups
30 min

NRCT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups NR; mean training
time 5.97 hours

RCT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

NRCT; pretest–post-test–retention- NR
test, 2 groups

NRCT; pretest–post-test, 3 groups Five sessions; NR

RCT; pretest–post-test–retentiontest, 3 groups

RCT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

RCT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

RXT; post-test-only, 4 groups

RCT; post-test-only, 2 groups

Comparison: AEEs versus other educational interventions

Participants*

Characteristics of included studies

Unclear

Behaviour

Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge

Knowledge

Continued

7-item to 21-item multiple-choice
questionnaire
(range 0%–100%)

14-item case-based test (range
0%–100%)

28-item multiple-choice
questionnaire
(range 0%–100%)

22-item video clip-based test

10-item multiple-choice
questionnaire
(range 0–10)

22-item multiple-choice
questionnaire
(range 0–22)

10-item true-false questionnaire
(range 0–10)

Multidimensional situation-based
questions—Real Index
(range 0%–100%)

Skills

Knowledge

Unclear

Knowledge

6-item written skill probe (range
−6–18)

9-item self-reported
questionnaire
(range 0–9)

Behaviour

Skills

18-item true-false questionnaire
(range 0–18)

Virtual slide test to examine
diagnostic accuracy

69-item case-based multiplechoice questionnaire

21-item multiple-choice
questionnaire

Outcome measures

Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge

Skills

Knowledge

Type of
outcome(s) of
interest
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First author, year,
country

Table 1

Open access

Continued

MS; n=99

MS; n=178

MS; n=73

Wong, 2015,
Australia

Wong, 2017,
USA

Woo, 2006,
USA

Two sessions;
1.5 hour each

Three sessions;
2 hours each

NRCT; pretest–post-test, 3 groups One session;
2 hours

NRCT; pretest–post-test–retention- One session; NR
test, 3 groups

RXT; post-test-only, 2 groups

RXT; post-test-only, 2 groups

Study design†

No. and duration
of training
sessions

R; n=20

R; n=23

R; n=31

El Saadawi, 2008,
USA

El Saadawi, 2010,
USA

Feyzi-Begnagh, 2014,
USA

RCT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

RXT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

RXT; pretest–post-test, 2 groups

RCT; pretest–post-test–retentiontest, 2 groups

Two sessions; 2
hours and 3 hours

Two sessions;
2.25 hours each

Two sessions;
2 hours each

One session;
4.5 hours

1 day

2 days

1 day

1 day

AEE

AEE

AEE

AEE

Knowledge

Skills

Skills

Knowledge

Knowledge

Skills

1. T
2. AEE and T
1. NEE
2. NI

Knowledge

Knowledge

NEE

NEE

Comparison(s)‡

Type of
outcome(s) of
interest

Unspecified test

Virtual slide test to examine
diagnostic accuracy

Virtual slide test to examine
diagnostic accuracy

51-item multiple-choice
questionnaire
(range 0%–100%)

Short-response questionnaire

Test to examine diagnostic
accuracy

8-item multiple-choice and
interactive questions
(range 0%–100%)

Multiple-choice questionnaire

Outcome measures

*Participants: MS, medical students; NS, nursing students; R, residents (physicians in postgraduate training); PP, physicians in practice; NP, nurses in practice; HSC, health sciences students.
†Study design: RCT, randomised controlled trial; RXT, randomised cross-over trial; NRCT, non-randomised controlled trial.
‡Comparison: AEE, adaptive e-learning environment; NEE, non-adaptive e-learning environment; NI, no-intervention control group; T, traditional (group lecture); P, paper (handout, textbook or latent
image cases).
NR, not reported.

R; n=21

Crowley, 2007,
USA

1 day

35 days

14 days

34 days

Duration of
intervention
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Comparison: adaptive e-learning vs adaptive e-learning (two AEEs with design variations)

MS; n=46

Participants*

Van Es, 2016,
Australia

First author, year,
country

Table 1

Open access
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Dermopathology,
subepidermal
vesicular dermatitis

Dermopathology,
melanoma

Crowley, 2007

Crowley, 2010

Guided mastery

Brief intervention
training in alcohol
abuse

Hayes-Roth,
2010

Cognitive tutoring

Cognitive tutoring,
theories of selfregulated learning

Dermopathology

El Saadawi,
2010

Cognitive tutoring

I-Change Model

Cognitive tutoring

Feyzi-Begnagh, Dermopathology,
2014
nodular and diffuse
dermatitis

Dermopathology,
melanoma

El Saadawi,
2008

de Ruijter, 2018 Smoking cessation
counselling

NR

Diabetes,
hyperlipidaemia,
asthma, depression

Cook,
2008

Cognitive tutoring

Transtheoretical
model of change,
problem-based
learning, situated
learning theory

Casebeer, 2003 Chlamydia screening

Clinical topic(s)

Theoretical
framework(s)
Adaptivity goals

To improve reporting
performance and
diagnostic accuracy.

To increase learning
gains, metacognitive
gains and diagnostic
performance.
At the beginning of
each case.

At the beginning of
each case.

After each casebased question in
each module (17 to
21 times/module).

Throughout the
training, after casebased and practicebased questions.

Adaptivity timing

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Algorithmic
adaptivity

To improve attitudes
and skills.

To improve
metacognitive and
learning gains during
problem-solving.

►► Content

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content
►► Navigation

►► Content
►► Navigation

Adaptivity types

User actions: results
of problem-solving
tasks; reporting
tasks; requests for
help

User actions: results
of problem-solving
tasks; reporting
tasks; requests for
help

Continued

►► Content
►► Navigation

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia

User actions, report ►► Content
►► Navigation
features
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia

Demographics,
behavioural
predictors,
behaviour

User actions: results
of problem-solving
tasks; reporting
tasks; requests for
help

User actions: results
of problem-solving
tasks; requests for
help

User knowledge

User answers to
questions

Adaptivity factors

During clinical cases. User scores, usergenerated dialogue

During each case
or immediately after
each case.

To facilitate transfer
During intermediate
of performance gains problem-solving
to real world tasks
steps.
that do not provide
direct feedback on
intermediate steps.

To teach how to
At the beginning of
correctly identify and each case.
document all relevant
prognostic factors in
the diagnostic report.

Designed adaptivity To modify behavioural At the beginning of
predictors and
the training.
behaviour.

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
efficiency (knowledge
gain divided by
learning time).

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
effectiveness
(knowledge, skills).

Adaptivity method

Adaptivity subdomains

STAR workshop NR

SlideTutor

SlideTutor

Report tutor

Computertailored
e-learning
programme

SlideTutor

SlideTutor

NR

NR

Platform

Characteristics of adaptive e-learning environments
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First author,
year

Table 2
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Diagnostic
cytopathology,;
gynaecology, fine
needle aspiration,
exfoliative fluid

Diagnostic
imaging, chest
X-rays, computed
tomography scans

Wong, 2015

Smart
Sparrow

Cognitive load theory Smart
Sparrow

NR

Smart
Sparrow

Van Es, 2016

NR

Smart
Sparrow

TOE PALM

Diagnostic
cytopathology,
gynaecology, fine
needle aspiration,
exfoliative fluid

Perceptual learning

SIAS-ITS

Van Es, 2015

Transoesophageal
echocardiography

Romito, 2016

Learning styles
framework

ePULab

Perceptual learning
PALM
theory, adaptive
response-time-based
algorithm

Management of
childhood illness

Munoz, 2010

NR

Learningstyle tailored
educational
platform

Electrocardiography

Pressure ulcer
evaluation

Morente, 2013

Learning style
frameworks

Learning
assessment
platform

Thai,
2015

Oncology

Micheel, 2017

NR

Platform

NR

Treatment of atrial
fibrillation

Lee,
2017

Theoretical
framework(s)

To improve response
accuracy and
response time.

During intermediate
problem-solving
steps.

After each clinical
case.

At the beginning of
the training.

Each pressure ulcer
evaluation.

Designed adaptivity To improve learning
effectiveness.

Designed adaptivity To improve learning
effectiveness.

During intermediate
problem-solving
steps.

During intermediate
problem-solving
steps.

During intermediate
problem-solving
steps.

To improve perceptual After each user
classification learning response.
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Designed adaptivity To improve learning
effectiveness.

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Designed adaptivity To improve learning
effectiveness.

Algorithmic
adaptivity

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
effectiveness
(knowledge, skills).

User responses

User responses

User responses

User response
accuracy, user
response time

User knowledge

User response
accuracy, user
response time

User knowledge,
user learning style

User skills

Learning style

After assessing the
learning style.

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
effectiveness
(knowledge).

Adaptivity factors
Learning gaps
in relation to
objectives

Adaptivity timing
After learning gaps
identified in the first
session.

Adaptivity goals

Designed adaptivity To increase learning
effectiveness
(knowledge,
competence,
confidence and
practice).

Adaptivity method

Adaptivity subdomains

Continued

►► Content

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia

►► Content
►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content
►► Navigation

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Multimedia

►► Content
►► Tools

►► Content

►► Presentation
►► Multimedia
►► Tools

►► Content

Adaptivity types
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Samulski, 2017 Cytopathology, pap
test, squamous
lesions, glandular
lesions

Clinical topic(s)

Continued

First author,
year

Table 2
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ePULab, electronic pressure ulcer lab; NR, not reported; PALM, perceptual adaptive learning module.; SIAS-ITS, SIAS intelligent tutoring system; TOE PALM, transoesophageal echocardiography
perceptual adaptive learning module.

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Tools
User knowledge,
user responses
After each user
response.
To improve
knowledge related
to problem-solving
tasks.
Algorithmic
adaptivity
NR
Haemodynamics,
baroreceptor reflex
Woo, 2006

CIRCSIM tutor

►► Content
►► Navigation
►► Multimedia
User response
accuracy, user
response time
After each clinical
case.
To improve response
accuracy and
response time.
Algorithmic
adaptivity
PALM
Perceptual learning
Fetal heart rate
interpretation
Wong, 2017

Adaptivity factors
Adaptivity timing
Adaptivity goals
Adaptivity method

Adaptivity subdomains

Platform
Theoretical
framework(s)
Clinical topic(s)
First author,
year

Continued
Table 2
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was cognitive tutoring, adopted in five studies,32–35 37 which
refers to the use of a cognitive model. The integration of a
cognitive model in an AEE implies the representation of all
the knowledge in the field of interest in a way that is similar
to the human mind for the purpose of understanding and
predicting the cognitive processes of learners.53 The second
most used framework was perceptual learning, adopted in
three studies.46 51 52 Perceptual learning aims at improving
information extraction skills of the environment and the
development of automaticity in this respect in learners.46
Interestingly, two studies used models from behavioural
science, the Transtheoretical Model36 and the I-Change
Model,50 to tailor the AEE to the theoretical determinants
of clinical behaviour change in nurses and physicians in
practice. Theoretical frameworks relating to self-regulated learning,35 learning styles,38 48 guided mastery,40 and
cognitive load,43 problem-based-learning36 and situated
learning36 were also used.
Three main adaptive e-learning platforms were
used by investigators in studies examined: SlideTutor
(n=4),33 37 54 55 Smart Sparrow (n=4)41–43 47 and the Perceptual Adaptive Learning Module (PALM, n=3).51 52 56
SlideTutor is an AEE with algorithmic adaptivity which
provides cases to be solved by learners under supervision
by the system. These cases incorporate dermopathology
virtual slides that must be examined by learners to formulate a diagnosis. An expert knowledge base, consisting of
evidence-diagnosis relationships, is used by SlideTutor to
create a dynamic solution graph representing the current
state of the learning process and to determine the optimal
instructional sequence.55 Smart Sparrow is an AEE with
designed adaptivity which allows educators to determine
adaptivity factors, such as answers to questions, response
time to a question and learner actions, to specify how the
system will adapt the instructional sequence or provide
feedback. These custom learning paths can be more or
less personalised.42 PALM is an AEE with algorithmic
adaptivity aiming to improve perceptual learning through
adaptive response-time-based sequencing to determine
dynamically the spacing between different learning items
based on each learner’s accuracy and speed in interactive learning trials.51 Different custom adaptive e-learning
platforms were used in other studies.
We propose five subdomains that emerged from the
review to characterise the adaptivity process of AEEs
reported in the 21 studies: (1) Adaptivity method. (2) Adaptivity goals. (3) Adaptivity timing. (4) Adaptivity factors. (5)
Adaptivity types
First subdomain: adaptivity method
This subdomain relates to the method of adaptivity that
dictates how the AEE adapts instruction to a learner. As
we previously described, there are two main methods of
adaptivity: designed adaptivity and algorithmic adaptivity.
The first is based on the expertise of the educator who
specifies how technology will react in a particular situation
on the basis of the ‘if THIS, then THAT’ approach. The
second refers to use of algorithms that will determine, for
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252
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Second subdomain: adaptivity goals
This subdomain relates to the purpose of the adaptivity
process within the AEE. For most AEEs, the adaptivity
process aims primarily to increase the efficacy and/or
efficiency of knowledge acquisition and skills development relative to other training methods.32 35 36 38–45 47–49 51
For instance, several AEEs aimed to increase the diagnostic accuracy and reporting performance of medical
students and residents.32–34 37 46 52 In one study, the goal
of adaptivity was to modify behavioural predictors and
behaviour in nurses.50 In cases where two adaptive AEEs
with certain variations in their technopedagogical design
are compared with each other, the adaptivity process
generally aims at improving the metacognitive and cognitive processes related to learning.32 33 35
Third subdomain: adaptivity timing
This subdomain relates to when the adaptivity occurs
during the learning process with the AEE. In 19 out
of 21 studies, the adaptivity occurred throughout the
training with AEE, usually after an answer to a question
or during intermediate problem-solving steps. However,
in two studies, adaptivity was only implemented at the
beginning of the training with the AEE following survey
responses.38 50
Fourth subdomain: adaptivity factors
This subdomain relates to the learner-related data (variables) on which the adaptivity process is based. The most
frequently targeted variable is the learner’s scores after an
assessment or a question within the AEE (eg, knowledge/
skills scores, response accuracy scores).38–43 45–47 49 51 52
Other frequently targeted variables include the learner’s
actions during its use of the AEE (eg, results of problem-solving tasks, results of reporting tasks, requests for
help),32–35 37 and the learner’s response time regarding a
specific question or task.46 51 52
Fifth subdomain: adaptivity types
The final subdomain relates to which types of adaptivity
are mobilised in the AEE: content, navigation, multimedia,
presentation and tools. In the context of this review, the
adaptivity types are based on the work of Knutov et al.12
Overall, 17 out of 21 (81%) AEEs examined integrated
more than one type of adaptivity. Content adaptivity was
the most used adaptivity type; it was implemented in all
but one AEEs reviewed (n=20). Content adaptivity aims
to adapt the textual information (curriculum content)
to the learner’s profile through different mechanisms
and to different degrees.12 Navigation adaptivity was the
second most used adaptivity type (n=14). Navigation can
be adapted in two ways; it can be enforced or suggested.
When enforced, an optimal personalised learning path
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252

Figure 2 Risk of bias summary: review authors' judgements
about each risk of bias item for each included study.

is determined for the learner by an expert educator or
by the algorithms within the AEE. When suggested, there
are several personalised learning paths available to each
learner, who can determine the path he prefers himself.12
Most reviewed studies included AEEs with enforced
11
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instance, the extent of the learner’s knowledge and the
optimal instructional sequence. In this review 11 AEEs
employed designed adaptivity36 38 41–44 46–50 and 9 AEEs
employed algorithmic adaptivity.33 37 39 51 52 54–57 The adaptivity method wasn’t specified in one study.40

Open access

navigation, with one optimal personalised learning path
being determined by an expert educator or by the algorithm. Multimedia adaptivity was the third most used adaptivity type (n=11). This adaptivity type, much like content
adaptivity which relates to textual information, implies
the adaptivity of the multimedia elements of the training
such as videos, pictures, models, to the learner’s profile.
Presentation adaptivity was the fourth most used adaptivity type (n=9). It implies the adaptivity of the layout
of the page to the digital device used, or to the learner’s
profile. Tools adaptivity was the least used adaptivity type
(n=8). This technique results in providing a different set
of features or learning strategies for different types of
learners, such as different interfaces for problem-solving,
and knowledge representation.
Risk of bias assessment
Results of included studies for the risk of bias assessment
are presented in figures 2 and 3. In ≥75% of studies, biases
related to similarity of baseline outcome measurements,
blinding of outcome assessment and selective reporting
of outcomes were low. Moreover, in ≥50% of studies,
biases related to contamination were low. Regarding the
blinding of outcome assessment, in most studies, review
authors judged that the outcomes of interest and the
outcome measurement were not likely to be influenced by
the lack of blinding, since studies had objective measures,
that is, an evaluative test of knowledge or skills. Regarding
contamination bias, review authors scored studies at high
risk if they had a cross-over design.

Quantitative results
Efficacy of AEEs versus other educational interventions in
improving knowledge
The pooled ES (SMD 0.70; 95% CI −0.08 to 1.49; Z=1.76,
p=0.08) of AEEs compared with other educational interventions in improving knowledge suggests a moderate
to large effect (see figure 4). However, this result is not
statistically significant. Significant statistical heterogeneity was observed among studies (I2=97%, p<0.00001),
and individual ESs ranged from −1.10 to 3.05. One study
in particular45 reported a negative ES, but the difference between groups in knowledge scores was statistically non-significant. Moreover, while participants using
the AEE in the experimental group reported the same
knowledge scores as participants in the control group
at the end of the study, time spent on instruction was
reduced by 18% with the AEE compared with the NEE,
thus improving learning efficiency.45 When that study45 is
removed from the meta-analysis, the pooled ES becomes
statistically significant (SMD 1.07; 95% CI 0.28 to 1.85;
Z=2.67, p=0.008).
Efficacy of AEEs versus other educational interventions in
improving skills
As we considered ESs larger than 0.8 to be large,58 the
pooled ES (SMD 1.19; 95% CI 0.59 to 1.79; Z=3.88,
p=0.0001) of AEEs compared with other educational
interventions in improving skills suggests a significantly
large effect (see figure 5). Statistical heterogeneity was
lower than in previous analyses, but was still significant

Figure 4 Forest plot representing the meta-analysis of the efficacy of adaptive e-learning versus other educational
interventions in improving knowledge.
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Figure 3 Risk of bias graph: review authors' judgements
about each risk of bias item presented as percentages across
all included studies.

However, in ≥50% of studies, biases related to random
sequence generation, allocation concealment, similarity
of baseline characteristics, blinding of participants and
personnel, and incomplete outcome data were unclear
or high. Regarding random sequence generation, an
important number of studies did not report on the
method of randomisation used by investigators. As per
Cochrane recommendations, all eligible studies were
included in the meta-analysis, regardless of the risk of bias
assessment. Indeed, since almost all studies scored overall
at unclear risk of bias, Cochrane suggests to present
an estimated intervention effect based on all available
studies, together with a description of the risk of bias in
individual domains.30

Open access

(I2=89%, p<0.00001). Individual ESs ranged from 0.17 to
2.87.
For both knowledge and skills, we conducted subgroup
analyses according to population (health professionals
vs students) and comparator (adaptive e-learning vs
non-adaptive e-learning, adaptive e-learning vs paperbased instruction, adaptive e-learning vs classroom-based
instruction). No statistically significant differences
between subgroups were found regarding the ESs.
Quality of the evidence
The quality of the evidence table produced with GRADE,
as well as the justifications for each decision, is presented
in online supplementary file 3 (GRADE quality of
evidence levels: very low, low, moderate, high). For knowledge, the quality of evidence was deemed to be very low.
More precisely, risk of bias was deemed serious, inconsistency serious, indirectness not serious and imprecision
serious. For skills, the quality of evidence was deemed to
be low. More precisely, risk of bias was deemed serious,
inconsistency serious, indirectness not serious and imprecision serious.
Discussion
Principal findings
This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to
evaluate the efficacy of AEEs in health professionals and
students. We identified 21 relevant studies published since
2003, 17 of which assessed an AEE versus another educational intervention (large-group classroom instruction,
NEE or paper-based learning), and 4 of which assessed
2 AEEs with design variations head-to-head. When
compared with other educational interventions, AEEs
were associated with statistically significant improvements
in learning outcomes in 12 out of 17 studies. Pooled
ESs were medium to large for knowledge and large for
skills, but only the latter was associated with a statistically significant effect. Statistical heterogeneity was high
in all analyses. However, this finding is consistent with
other meta-analyses in the field of medical education that
also reported high heterogeneity across studies.8 59 60 No
potential effect modifiers were found during subgroup
analyses, and these did not help in explaining the source
of the heterogeneity. The quality of evidence for all
comparisons was either low or very low. Therefore, while
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252

we believe the results support the potential of AEEs for
the education of health professionals and students, we
recommend interpreting the ESs with caution.
Comparison with other studies
To our knowledge, no previous systematic review and
meta-analysis has specifically assessed the efficacy of AEEs
in improving learning outcomes in health professionals
and students, or any other population. However, interestingly, since the 1990s there has been a strong research
interest in the field of AEEs with algorithmic adaptivity
(also known as intelligent learning environments or intelligent tutoring systems) into elementary, high school and
postsecondary education for multiple subjects.17 Thus,
multiple meta-analyses have been conducted with regard
to AEEs in that setting.
Steenbergen-Hu and Cooper15 reported a mean ES
of 0.35 of AEEs with algorithmic adaptivity on learning
outcomes in college students when compared with all
other types of educational interventions. The mean ES
was 0.37 when the comparator was large-group classroom
instruction, 0.35 when the comparator was aNEE and
0.47 when the comparator was textbooks or workbooks.15
Ma et al18 reported a mean ES of 0.42 of AEEs with algorithmic adaptivity on learning outcomes in elementary,
high school and postsecondary students when compared
with large-group classroom instruction. The mean ES was
0.57 when the comparator was a NEE, and 0.35 when the
comparator was textbooks or workbooks. Interestingly,
the mean ES was higher for studies which assessed an
AEE in biology and physiology (0.59) and in humanities
and social science (0.63) than in studies which assessed
an AEE in mathematics (0.35) and physics (0.38).18
Kulik and Fletcher17 reported a mean ES of 0.65 of
AEEs with algorithmic adaptivity on learning outcomes
in elementary, high school and postsecondary students
when compared with large-group classroom instruction.
Education areas in this review were diverse (eg, mathematics, computer science, physics), but none were
related to health sciences. Interestingly, the mean ES
was 0.78 for studies up to 80 participants, and 0.30 for
studies with more than 250 participants. Moreover, the
mean ES for studies conducted with elementary and high
school students was 0.44, compared with 0.75 for studies
conducted with postsecondary students.17
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Figure 5 Forest plot representing the meta-analysis of the efficacy of adaptive e-learning versus other educational
interventions in improving skills.

Open access
than learning factual knowledge, which often generates
less cognitive load.61
Implications for practice and research
This review provides important implications for the
design and development of AEEs for health professionals
and students. Table 3 presents eight practical considerations for the design and development of AEEs based
on the results of this systematic review for educators and
educational researchers.
This review also provides several key insights for
future research. In terms of population, future research
should focus on assessing AEEs with health professionals
in practice, such as registered nurses and physicians,
rather than students in these disciplines. This could

Table 3 Practical considerations for the design and development of adaptive e-learning environments
Practical considerations

Explanations

Developing the educational
content

►► Given the adaptivity and the different learning pathways inherent to adaptive e-learning

Selecting a theoretical
framework

environments (AEEs), it is necessary to develop more pedagogical content (eg, 60 min of
learning) to reach the planned duration of each adaptive e-learning session (eg, 30 min of
learning).
►► Selecting a theoretical framework coherent with the underlining principles of adaptivity of
AEEs is crucial. These frameworks can be related to human cognition (eg, cognitive load
theory, cognitive tutoring), behaviour change (eg, transtheoretical model, I-Change model) or
learning (eg, perceptual learning, situated learning).

Selecting the adaptivity
method

►► Selecting the adaptivity method refers to how the AEE will adapt its instructional sequence.

Selecting the adaptivity
goal(s)

►► Selecting the adaptivity goal(s) is important, since it will dictate how the instruction will

Selecting the adaptivity
timing

►► Selecting the timing of adaptivity within an AEE relates to when the adaptivity occurs during

Selecting the adaptivity
factor(s)

►► Adaptivity factors are essentially data on which the adaptivity process is based. These data

Selecting the adaptivity
type(s)

►► Multiple types of adaptivity can be implemented in an AEE:

There are two main adaptivity methods:
–– Designed adaptivity is based on the expertise of the educator who designs personalised
pathways to guide learners to learning content mastery;
–– Algorithmic adaptivity is based on different algorithms to determine, for instance, the
extent of the learner’s knowledge and the optimal instructional pathway.
be adapted in the AEE. The goal of adaptivity within an AEE may be to increase learning
effectiveness, increase learning efficiency, modify behavioural predictors or improve cognitive/
metacognitive processes related to learning.
the learning process. Adaptivity can be implemented at the beginning of the training only,
or throughout the training. Adaptivity timing is closely linked to which adaptivity factor(s) are
targeted in learners.
can be related to the learner’s performance (eg, knowledge, skills), his behaviour/actions on
the page (eg, response time, requests for help), his overall learning path on the platform or
any other variables of interest in the learner.

–– Content adaptivity refers to the adaptation of the textual information.
–– Navigation adaptivity refers to the adaptation of the curriculum sequence.
–– Presentation adaptivity refers to the adaptation of layout of the screen to the digital device
used, or to the learner’s profile.
–– Multimedia adaptivity refers to the adaptation of multimedia elements of the training such
as videos, pictures, models.
–– Tools adaptivity refers to the adaptation of training features, learning strategies or learning
assessment methods (eg, interface for problem-solving).
Determining your technical ►► After the content has been developed, the theoretical framework has been selected and the
decisions related to the different subdomains’ adaptivity have been made, it is crucial to
resources and selecting the
determine your technical resources and evaluate pre-existing adaptive e-learning software
adaptive e-learning platform
to determine if it meets your needs and goals. If you plan to employ a specialist or team to
develop the platform, estimate development cost and timeline.
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Thus, in light of the results of these meta-analyses, the
ES reported in our review may appear high. However, our
review looked more specifically into the efficacy of AEEs
in improving learning outcomes in health professionals
and students. This is significant since, in the meta-analyses
of Steenbergen-Hu and Cooper,15 Ma et al,18 and Kulik
and Fletcher,17 AEEs seem to be more effective in postsecondary students17 18 and for learning subjects related
to biology, physiology and social science.18 Moreover,
previous meta-analyses focused on the efficacy of AEEs
in improving procedural and declarative knowledge, and
did not report on the efficacy of AEEs in improving skills.
This is important since AEEs may be more effective for
providing tailored guidance and coaching for developing
skills regarding complex clinical interventions, rather

Open access

Strengths and limitations
Strengths of this systematic review and meta-analysis
include the prospective registration and publication of a
protocol based on rigorous methods in accordance with
Cochrane and PRISMA guidelines; the exhaustive search
in all relevant databases; the independent screening of
the titles, abstracts and full-text of studies; the assessment of each included study’ risk of bias using EPOC
Cochrane guidelines; and the assessment of the quality of
evidence for each individual outcome using the GRADE
methodology.
Our review also has limitations to consider. First,
outcome measures varied widely across studies. To address
this issue, we conducted the meta-analysis using the SMD.
Using the SMD allowed us to standardise the results of
studies to a uniform scale before pooling them. Review
authors judged that using the SMD was the best option
for this review, as it is the current practice in the field of
knowledge synthesis in medical education.6 59
Second, there was high inconsistency among study
results, which we can mostly attribute to differences in
populations, AEE design, research methods and outcomes.
This resulted in sometimes widely differing estimates of
effect. To partly address this issue, we used a random-effects model for the meta-analysis, which assumes that the
effects estimated in the studies are different and follow
a distribution.30 However, since a random-effects model
awards more weight to smaller studies to learn about the
distribution of effects, it could potentially exacerbate the
effects of the bias in these studies.30
Finally, publication bias could not be assessed by means
of a funnel plot since there were less than 10 studies
included in the meta-analysis.
Fontaine G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025252. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025252

Conclusions
Adaptive e-learning has the potential to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of learning in health professionals and students. Through the different subdomains
of the adaptivity process (ie, method, goals, timing,
factors, types), AEEs can take into account the particularities inherent to each learner and provide personalised
instruction. This systematic review and meta-analysis
underlines the potential of AEEs for improving knowledge and skills in health professionals and students in
comparison with other educational interventions, such as
NEEs and large-group classroom learning, across a range
of topics. However, evidence was either of low quality or
very low quality and heterogeneity was high across populations, interventions, comparators and outcomes. Thus,
additional comparative studies assessing the efficacy of
AEEs in health professionals and students are needed to
strengthen the quality of evidence.
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provide key insights into how AEEs can impact clinical
behaviour and, ultimately, patient outcomes. In addition,
investigators should target larger sample sizes. In terms
of interventions, researchers should report more clearly
on adaptivity methods, goals, timing, factors and types.
Moreover, researchers should provide additional details
regarding the underlining algorithms, or AEE architecture, allowing the adaptivity process in order to ensure
replicability of findings. Regarding comparators, this
review suggests there is a need for additional research
using traditional comparators (ie, large-group classroom
instruction) and more specific comparators (ie, AEE
with design variations). Regarding outcomes and outcome
measures, researchers should use validated measurement
tools of knowledge, skills and clinical behaviour to facilitate knowledge synthesis. Moreover, the very low number
of studies assessing the impact of AEEs on health professionals’ and students’ clinical behaviour demonstrates
the need for research with higher-level outcomes. Finally,
in terms of study designs, researchers should focus on
research designs allowing the assessment of the impact
of multiple educational design variations and adaptivity
types within one study, such as factorial experiments.
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